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A fictional account of how the Dutch artist Vermeer painted his
masterpiece. In this splendid novel, the girl in the painting is
Griet, the 16-year-old servant of the Vermeer household. The
relationship between her and Vermeer is elusive. Is she more
than a model? Is she merely an assistant? Is the artist's interest
exaggerated in her eyes? The details found in this book bring
17th-century Holland to life. Everyday chores are described so
completely that readers will feel Griet's raw, chapped hands
and smell the blood-soaked sawdust of the butcher's stall. They
will never view a Dutch painting again without remembering
how bone, white lead, and other materials from the apothecary
shop were ground, and then mixed with linseed oil to produce
the rich colors. YAs will also find out how a maid from the lower
class, whose only claim to pearls would be to steal them,
becomes the owner of the earrings.

● Lexile - 770
● Age range - 14+
● AP Art History



A racially charged school presidential election leads to 
disaster on inauguration day for the students of Knight High 
School. Ulysses Gates, a Black teenager, and Sallie Walls, a 
white teenager, meet while acting in a play and quickly fall in 
love. What starts as a dream quickly turns into a nightmare 
as both of their sisters make them their respective campaign 
managers in the election for school president. The primary 
objective of Sallie´s sister Leona´s campaign is to block the 
Black and Latinx students from the neighboring town from 
coming to Knight High School as they have for the past 40 
years. Ulysses's sister, Regina, aims to combat racism in the 
school and have everyone feel like they belong. As the 
campaign intensifies, Ulysses and Sallie wonder if their love 
can survive in an atmosphere of hate. Hate speech, gun 
violence, and racism are not shied away from in the work. 
Knight High School is a microcosm for a variety of issues 
found in the real world. An author's note prefacing the book 
states that the story was written as a way to process the 
events of the 2016 presidential election. A romance that 
raises uncomfortable yet very necessary questions, this is an 
excellent book for discussion and purchase in young adult 
collections. (authored by one of our English teachers)

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 16+
● Social Awareness, Romance



Seventeen-year-old Camila "Furia" Hassan navigates a world of
lies in Rosario, Argentina. At home she plays the respectful and
innocent daughter who is dedicated to learning English and
attending medical school. Obedient to her abusive father, loyal
to her rising-soccer-star brother and dedicated to her
overwhelmed mother, Camila does not show her true colors.
The headstrong Latina has dreams of her own: To earn a
scholarship to a university and play soccer in the United States,
to stick up for women's rights in her beloved hometown, and to
pursue her own relationship with Rosario's local soccer hero
and international heartthrob Diego "El Titan" Ferrari. Through
Camila's first-person narrative, readers learn about her
conflicting feelings as a daughter, athlete, and friend, while she
struggles to define her priorities. With a mix of Spanish words,
vivid dialogue, and rich description, Mendez paints a realistic
image of a young woman battling to become herself against the
odds. Instances of abuse and child death are described in a
sensitive manner for mature readers. This inspirational story is
an important read for young adults everywhere to witness the
dynamics and pressures for a young Argentinian.

● Lexile - 800
● Age range - 14+
● Sports, Latinx



Atlanta has always played a significant role in shaping the
sound and culture of rap and hip-hop, and the influence of
Gucci Mane (né Radric Davis) can't be overstated. But he
almost didn't get to experience the success because of his
frequent stints in jail. Most recently released in 2016, Gucci
Mane has been on a tear since then, putting out albums and
mixtapes and collaborating with others. This autobiography,
written while he was serving time in a federal prison for
possession of a firearm, paints a rich portrait. Gucci Mane was
born in rural Alabama. As a young teen from very limited
means, he began petty drug dealing and moved on to bigger
deals to earn money fast. In 2001, he met record producer
Zaytoven (with whom he still works) and music became his
passion even as the drug dealing greatly funded it. Gucci Mane
briefly discusses how he was accused of murder in 2005 (which
was ruled an act of self-defense) but is very frank about his use
of lean (a mix of prescription cough syrup, soft drinks, and fruit-
flavored candy) and the tolls of addiction. Several full-color
photographs enhance the stories. The book name drops
frequently, as Gucci Mane has influenced and worked with
almost every rapper out of Atlanta in the last decade. VERDICT
An engaging addition for fans of the artist or music lovers in
general.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 16+
● Biography, Rap Music



The magic happens here on every page, the perfection
personified by debut author/artist Nguyen’s autobiographical
homage to the infinite power of storytelling. The opening page
ingeniously distinguishes three interwoven narratives with three
color palettes: red is the urgent now, about young Tin and his
mother learning to communicate through the language of fairy
tales when difficult conversations can’t yet be uttered; brown is
the older past, of Tin’s mother’s cleaving journey from war-torn
Vietnam to become a U.S. citizen; blue are the stories we tell to
help understand, shape, and even save our very lives. Tin has
a secret he desperately needs to declare, especially to his
mother, but she’s suddenly called back to Vietnam when her
own mother dies. Three parallel stories bind the generations
together: mother and son read aloud Alera, a Cinderella-esque
story of cross-dressing true love; mother-in-mourning and her
elderly aunt recall the fairy godparent-like magic fish; mother-
returned and son-in-waiting share a different magic fish, a
voiceless mermaid who learns to speak through dance. Such
are the stories that will reveal the truth.

● Lexile - 400
● Age range - 13+
● Graphic Novel, LGBTQ



We are living through the most prosperous age in all of human
history, yet we are listless, divided, and miserable. Wealth and
comfort are unparalleled, but our political landscape is
unmoored, and rates of suicide, loneliness, and chronic illness
continue to skyrocket. How do we explain the gap between
these truths? And how should we respond? In this book, Heying
and Weinstein draw on decades of their work teaching in
college classrooms and exploring Earth’s most biodiverse
ecosystems to confront today’s pressing social ills—from
widespread sleep deprivation and dangerous diets to damaging
parenting styles and backward education practices. Asking the
questions many modern people are afraid to ask, A Hunter-
Gatherer’s Guide to the 21st Century outlines a science-based
worldview that will empower you to live a better, wiser life.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 17+
● Non-fiction, Psychology



Deep in an endless Idaho winter, darkness pervades both
outside and within. Jack Dahl's personal darkness is
multilayered: his father is in prison for stealing drug money;
Jack just buried his mother in the backyard; and if he doesn't
come up with some money quickly, he and his little brother,
Mattie, will be separated by the foster care system. Desperate,
he makes a trip to the prison hoping that his father will reveal
the location of his stash. This begins a chain of events, raw and
brutal, as Jack tries desperately to outrun other ""interested
parties"" looking for the dirty money. Enter Ava Bardem, his
schoolmate, who has lived too many years under her father's
controlling perfectionism and unwelcome advances. She knows
that he is hunting the same cache of money that Jack is after
and will stop at nothing to get it. She chooses to help the
brothers, running afoul of her father's orders. There will be a
reckoning, but who will come out on top? Debut author
Anderson captures the setting and souls of her characters
through her sparse yet lyrical text, creating a suspenseful,
throbbing tale of love and survival, choices and consequences.
Told in alternating voices, this powerful story will mesmerize.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 15+
● Suspense



In this debut collection first published in the UK, performance 
poet Thakur explores identity, family, loss, relationships, 
vulnerability, empowerment, and self-discovery. At once 
intimate and universal, aching and affirming, the poems 
examine the cycles of breaking, healing, and growth that 
shape people through young adulthood and beyond. The 
poems vary in length from a few lines to a few pages, and 
they beg to be read aloud even as they invite introspection. 
In several poems, Thakur directly addresses the reader. 
Throughout the collection, she revisits themes that many 
young adults will find relevant and familiar, including the 
closeness and distance of family, the evolution of 
relationships, what it means to know one another, the ways 
in which life can both soften and sharpen people, and finding 
oneself in moments of stillness. In one poem, Thakur 
extends an invitation: "When you're not feeling your world, / 
come into mine." Readers will almost certainly want to, time 
and again.

● Lexile - 940
● Age range - 15+
● Spoken Word Poetry



Joining the ranks of modern myth busters, Dr. Sharon 
Moalem turns our current understanding of illness on its 
head and challenges us to fundamentally change the way 
we think about our bodies, our health, and our relationship 
to just about every other living thing on earth. Through a 
fresh and engaging examination of our evolutionary history, 
Dr. Moalem reveals how many of the conditions that are 
diseases today actually gave our ancestors a leg up in the 
survival sweepstakes. But Survival of the Sickest doesn't 
stop there. It goes on to demonstrate just how little modern 
medicine really understands about human health, and 
offers a new way of thinking that can help all of us live 
longer, healthier lives.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 16+
● AP Biology



In this debut collection first published in the UK, performance 
poet Thakur explores identity, family, loss, relationships, 
vulnerability, empowerment, and self-discovery. At once 
intimate and universal, aching and affirming, the poems 
examine the cycles of breaking, healing, and growth that 
shape people through young adulthood and beyond. The 
poems vary in length from a few lines to a few pages, and 
they beg to be read aloud even as they invite introspection. 
In several poems, Thakur directly addresses the reader. 
Throughout the collection, she revisits themes that many 
young adults will find relevant and familiar, including the 
closeness and distance of family, the evolution of 
relationships, what it means to know one another, the ways 
in which life can both soften and sharpen people, and finding 
oneself in moments of stillness. In one poem, Thakur 
extends an invitation: "When you're not feeling your world, / 
come into mine." Readers will almost certainly want to, time 
and again.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 15+
● Latinx, Depression



Sixteen-year-old Amal is tried and convicted of an act of 
violence against a white boy. While there is a sense that he 
might not have done what he was accused of doing, it is 
unimportant whether this is the case for the book to work. 
Through Amal's first-person verse narration, readers learn 
about his aspirations as a poet and artist, as well as his 
experience entering the prison system as a young Black 
man. It is clear that Amal has had a complex relationship 
with his education, particularly with his art teacher, who 
clearly saw his talent but also did not work very hard to 
support Amal's burgeoning interest, and did a bad job of 
being a character witness at his trial. The authors do an 
excellent job of showing how the prison experience can 
dehumanize young men and how their inherent talents can 
be overshadowed by their feelings of powerlessness and 
rage. Coauthored by Zoboi and Salaam, who is one of the 
Exonerated Five and, as such, has firsthand experience of 
serving an unfair and unjust prison sentence, this book is not 
a memoir. Instead, it can be seen as an important statement 
about widespread experiences and the prison industrial 
complex, rather than the depiction of a single, notable case.

● Lexile - 850
● Age range - 13+
● Artists, Novel in Verse



Writing with wit and verve, Harari, professor of history at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, attempts to explain how Homo
sapiens came to be the dominant species on Earth as well as
the sole representative of the human genus. He notes that from
roughly two million years ago until about 10,000 years ago, we
were not the only humans on the planet; many species
preceded us, and some overlapped our tenure. Harari argues
persuasively that three revolutions explain our current situation.
The first, the cognitive revolution, occurred approximately
70,000 years ago and gave us “fictive” language, enabling
humans to share social constructs as well as a powerful
“imagined reality” that led to complex social systems. The
second, the agricultural revolution, occurred around 12,000
years ago and allowed us to settle into permanent communities.
The third, the scientific revolution, began around 500 years ago
and allowed us to better understand and control our world.
Throughout, Harari questions whether human progress has led
to increased human happiness, concluding that it’s nearly
impossible to show that it has. Harari is provocative and
entertaining but his expansive scope only allows him to skim
the surface.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 16+
● Nonfiction, Civilization History



With this riveting memoir, Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright 
Hudes tells the story of attempting to find the language that 
best fits her, along with the languages (English and Spanish) 
she heard throughout her childhood. Beginning with the 
distant memory of her parents' split, Hudes evocatively 
recalls life traveling between her abuela's North Philly 
kitchen, her mother's West Philly home, and her father's farm 
in a homogenous Main Line suburb. Recollections of her 
mother's and grandmother's upbringings in Puerto Rico are 
rich with detail, as are depictions of aunts, uncles, and 
cousins who find their way in and around Philadelphia. 
Hudes is at her best when conveying the challenges of 
navigating two worlds—not feeling Puerto Rican enough to 
fully connect with her mother, and always feeling out of place 
when visiting her Jewish father and his new family. Her 
writing also thoughtfully details the shame and silence 
around AIDS, especially as it touched her family. To find 
solace amid grief and disappointment, Hudes turned to 
music and literature. The book's powerful final chapters 
cover her time studying music at Yale and ultimately earning 
an MFA from Brown. Hudes has written a can't-miss love 
letter, in the form of a memoir, about the people and city that 
shaped her. A beautifully written story of finding one's own 
sense of self.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 17+
● Memoir



Using the strength of two voices, Jones and Segal team up 
once again to give life to the characters Chanel and Eleanor. 
Best friends who are on their school's competitive cheer 
team, Eleanor is now returning after a severe concussion 
and has been named captain over her studious and hard-
working teammate. However, a decision to kneel during the 
national anthem sets off a firestorm which leaves Chanel, the 
Black girl, with the only substantive punishment. This 
imbalance is causing conflict. Combining social justice 
elements with sports, friendship, and romance, this book's 
timing could not be better. The alternating perspectives of 
the two friends moves the story forward, but also provides 
additional details surrounding the central conflict. The girls 
are friends, yet this incident might tear them apart,a relatable 
stressor for teens. Jones and Segal challenge readers to 
think about what justice in the 21st century means to them 
by presenting a ripped-from-the-headlines story and weaving 
it flawlessly around these two young athlete's ambitions on 
and off the mat. The reactions to each situation the girls find 
themselves in are authentically positioned in their realms of 
home, school, sports, and religion.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 15+
● Realistic fiction, sports



Reeling after the death of her uncle, Daunis is trying to 
adjust to her new normal, a challenge at the best of times in 
her gossip-prone town, especially when her scandalous 
origins leave her caught between two worlds: Ojibwe on her 
father’s side, but not officially enrolled as a member of the 
tribe, and French, dating back to fur traders, on the side of 
her mother, who considers the other half of Daunis’ heritage 
a defect. When she witnesses a murder at the hands of 
someone who is addicted to meth and from a prominent 
family of her tribe, she has a choice: let the cycle of pain 
continue or protect her community. This debut novel is 
gripping from the start, letting the reader know that they’re in 
for wild ride. Boulley, herself an enrolled member of the Sault 
Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, writes from a place of 
love for her community and shares some key teachings from 
her culture, even mixing languages within the context of the 
story. She doesn’t shy away from or sugar-coat the very real 
circumstances that plague reservations across the country, 
and she tackles these through her biracial hero, who gets 
involved in the criminal investigation into the corruption that 
led to this pain. An incredible thriller, not to be missed.

● Lexile - 825
● Age range - 16+
● Thriller



Yoon’s (Frankly in Love) endearingly winning coming-of-age 
novel begins when 17-year-old self-described nerd Sunny 
Dae, who is Korean American, meets the girl of his dreams: 
Korean American Cirrus Soh, the well-traveled daughter of 
commercial real estate developers. After her family moves to 
Rancho Ruby, a “99.6 percent” white community in Southern 
California, tongue-tied Sunny doesn’t correct Cirrus when 
she mistakes his older brother Gray’s room for his, leading 
Cirrus to believe that Sunny is a budding rock star. 
Desperate to impress and avoid being caught in the lie, 
Sunny recruits his best friends to join his fake band, the 
Immortals. Together, they learn to play instruments and work 
on perfecting one of Gray’s unperformed songs. But when 
Gray moves back home, and the bully who has tormented 
Sunny for years figures out the scheme, Sunny’s plans may 
all come tumbling down. Through Sunny, who feels 
conflicted about his parents’ obsession with money and his 
older brother’s choices to abandon music for a more stable 
career, Yoon challenges stereotypes and tackles the age-old 
theme of being true to oneself, whether that self is a rock 
star or a nerd.

● Lexile - 825
● Age range - 13+
● Music, Romance



McManus follows up her page-turning One of Us Is Lying 
with an equally breathless read, this time focusing on 
secondary characters from the original story. Following the 
events of the first book, the Bayview Four—Bronwyn, Addy, 
Cooper, and Nate—have now gone their separate ways. 
Only Addy remains in town, working as a server, alongside 
Phoebe, at Café Contigo. Maeve, Bronwyn’s younger sister, 
a leukemia survivor, spends a great deal of time there with 
Knox, her best friend and former boyfriend. When a new 
Reddit thread mysteriously begins under the moniker 
“Vengeance Is Mine,” and an anonymous texter begins a 
Truth or Dare game on Bayview High students’ phones, the 
new friends’ secrets are revealed in a public and 
embarrassing way, via school-wide texts. The anonymous 
texter ends the reveal with a warning: “Always take the 
dare.” When the dares go from shocking to dangerous, 
Maeve, Phoebe, Addy, and Knox find themselves at the 
center of a new mystery with an even more dangerous 
puppet master. Full of exciting and unexpected twists and 
racing toward a shocking conclusion, McManus’s tale will not 
disappoint fans, and those unfamiliar with her previous work 
will inhale this complicated story of friendship and revenge

● Lexile - 740
● Age range - 15+
● Mystery



Over the last half a billion years, there have been five mass 
extinctions, when the diversity of life on earth suddenly and 
dramatically contracted. Scientists around the world are 
currently monitoring the sixth extinction, predicted to be the 
most devastating extinction event since the asteroid impact 
that wiped out the dinosaurs. This time around, the 
cataclysm is us. In The Sixth Extinction, two-time winner of 
the National Magazine Award and New Yorker writer 
Elizabeth Kolbert draws on the work of scores of researchers 
in half a dozen disciplines, accompanying many of them into 
the field: geologists who study deep ocean cores, botanists 
who follow the tree line as it climbs up the Andes, marine 
biologists who dive off the Great Barrier Reef. She 
introduces us to a dozen species, some already gone, others 
facing extinction, including the Panamian golden frog, 
staghorn coral, the great auk, and the Sumatran rhino. 
Through these stories, Kolbert provides a moving account of 
the disappearances occurring all around us and traces the 
evolution of extinction as concept, from its first articulation by 
Georges Cuvier in revolutionary Paris up through the present 
day. The sixth extinction is likely to be mankind's most 
lasting legacy; as Kolbert observes, it compels us to rethink 
the fundamental question of what it means to be human.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 16+
● AP Environmental Science



First published in 1939, Steinbeck’s Pulitzer Prize-winning 
epic of the Great Depression chronicles the Dust Bowl 
migration of the 1930s and tells the story of one Oklahoma 
farm family, the Joads—driven from their homestead and 
forced to travel west to the promised land of California. Out 
of their trials and their repeated collisions against the hard 
realities of an America divided into Haves and Have-Nots 
evolves a drama that is intensely human yet majestic in its 
scale and moral vision, elemental yet plainspoken, tragic but 
ultimately stirring in its human dignity. A portrait of the 
conflict between the powerful and the powerless, of one 
man’s fierce reaction to injustice, and of one woman’s stoical 
strength, the novel captures the horrors of the Great 
Depression and probes into the very nature of equality and 
justice in America. At once a naturalistic epic, captivity 
narrative, road novel, and transcendental gospel, 
Steinbeck’s powerful landmark novel is perhaps the most 
American of American Classics.

● Lexile - 800
● Age range - 16+
● Classics



A stunning work of YA dystopian fiction driven by the ardent 
voice of a teenage protagonist. The novel captures the 
United States' currently ominous immigration policies and 
extends them to violent extremes, making the stress and fear 
of living as an undocumented person come alive through the 
foil of a technocratic surveillance state. Vali, a girl of 
Colombian descent, lives in small-town Vermont with her 
mother and brother. The family lost their father to a traumatic 
immigration incident, and Mom supports them by working on 
a dairy farm. Vali is undocumented but carries a "fake chip" 
in her wrist that she uses to scan into her public school and 
various government buildings. When a newly bolstered 
federal Deportation Force seizes all the laborers at her 
mother's workplace, the family flees towards California, 
getting separated along the way. The plot points get the 
blood pumping, and the familial portrait rendered throughout 
the fast-paced drama is rich in symbolism.

● Lexile - 825
● Age range - 16+
● Dystopian



For fans of the hit basketball documentary The Last Dance, 
and from award-winning Boston Globe columnist Dan 
Shaughnessy, a nostalgia-filled retelling of the Boston 
Celtics’ 1980s dominance, which featured the sublime play 
of NBA legend Larry Bird. Drawing on unprecedented access 
and personal experiences that would not be possible for any 
reporter today, Shaughnessy takes us inside the legendary 
Larry Bird-led Celtics teams, capturing the camaraderie as 
they rose to dominate the NBA. Fans can witness the 
cockiness of Larry Bird (who once walked into an All Star 
Weekend locker room, announced that he was going to win 
the three-point contest, and did); the ageless athleticism of 
Robert Parish; the shooting skills of Kevin McHale; the 
fierce, self-sacrificing play of Bill Walton; and the playful 
humor of players like Danny Ainge, Cedric “Cornbread” 
Maxwell, and M.L. Carr. All basketball fans should enjoy this 
romp with one of the NBA's all-time great teams.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 17+
● Nonfiction, Sports



The race to put a man on the moon is positioned as a 
competition between two rocket engineers in a book that 
reads, at times, like a Cold War spy novel. Wernher von 
Braun was recruited by the U.S. government at the end of 
WWII, despite being a decorated major in Hitler’s SS who 
used concentration camp prisoners in the manufacturing of 
his rockets. Sergei Korolev led the development of weapons 
technology under Stalin, even while imprisoned by the Gulag 
or toiling in obscurity under near-impossible conditions. Both 
dreamed of using wartime technology for space exploration 
and single-mindedly worked toward that achievement. The 
toll comes across loud and clear, from tragic explosions to 
brutally long work hours and health issues. Cherrix, who 
uses formerly classified documents as sources, excels in 
placing each advancement in its historical context, from the 
1930s through the Apollo program. This account reveals 
important truths in a style that will captivate teen readers.

● Lexile - Unknown
● Age range - 13+
● Biography, Astronauts



On May 4, 1970, four students were killed by the National 
Guard on the campus of Kent State University during a 
protest against the Vietnam War and the bombing of 
Cambodia. The book's structure is unusual: disembodied 
voices, differentiated by typeface, representing disparate 
campus constituencies as well as the "townies" of Kent, 
Ohio, engage in a passionate imagined conversation. After a 
concise prelude that summarizes America's involvement in 
Vietnam, two voices welcome the reader, offering to share 
"what we remember / so it won't happen again." They are 
revealed to be two former Kent State students, and are soon 
joined by a local couple angry at the "commie hippie pinko" 
student agitators; members of the National Guard; and 
others. All bicker and lay blame, but eventually sincerely 
wish that the murdered students "rest in peace." Notable 
among the voices are the weary members of the Black 
United Students group, who are sadly familiar with white 
authoritarian violence; and the Guard's volunteer soldiers, 
many of whom were just teenagers themselves. The format 
effectively captures the pain, confusion, and conflicting 
perspectives of the time while also making direct 
connections to current acts of gun violence and 
governmental overreach.

● Lexile - 640
● Age range - 12+
● Poetry, Historical Fiction



A glimpse into the lives of teens who are dealing with issues 
surrounding academic excellence and parental pressure. 
This offering tackles topics such as suicide, sexual identity, 
and loss. Danny Cheng and his friends attend one of 
Cupertino's privileged public high schools and future success 
is almost certain. Danny's artistic talent has been recognized 
by his dream school, RISD, and no one is more proud of his 
full scholarship than his first-generation Chinese American 
parents. When Danny accidentally discovers a box of his 
father's papers containing copies of names, photos, and 
public records of a powerful Silicon Valley family, he 
wonders if his parents are involved in something illegal with 
ties to their former life in China. On the cusp of adulthood yet 
under consistent parental watch, Danny is determined to 
unravel the mystery of his family's painful past while 
navigating increasingly complicated personal relationships 
and school life. The strength of this novel lies in the 
ambitious main character's simultaneous snark and 
vulnerability, which sways readers' loyalty between him and 
his well-meaning parents. Uncomfortable feelings are 
communicated through smart, acerbic exchanges and 
Danny's inner monologues. The author demonstrates 
exquisite facility with tech-savvy teen-speak in every 
scenario and balances the authentic dialogue with elegant 
prose.

● Lexile - 890
● Age range - 14+
● LGBTQ, Sexual Identity



Ashley Bennett is almost done with her senior year of high 
school when the VERDICT in the Rodney King trial comes 
out, shaking up her halcyon life. In Los Angeles in 1992, 
Ashley is the lone Black girl among her group of white 
friends who don't understand that she has to behave better 
than them to be seen as just as good. Jo, her "troubled older 
sister," gets caught up in the injustice of the VERDICT and is 
drawn to the riots, perplexing and worrying Ashley and her 
family. Stuck between worlds, with her affluent Black family 
in their white neighborhood, and still being taken care of by 
Lucia, her Guatemalan nanny and second mother, Ashley 
isn't sure where she fits in. While bigger issues are at play, 
she still has personal problems, keeping a secret from her 
friends and accidentally spreading a rumor that LaShawn, 
one the few Black kids at her school and the star basketball 
player, stole a pair of Jordans during the riots. Incredibly 
nuanced, this story depicts realistic characters dealing with 
their own desires, while not forgetting the difficult 
circumstances in which they're living. Family history is also 
skillfully incorporated into the plot, connecting all the 
threads..

● Lexile - 830
● Age range - 14+
● Historical Fiction



Questions surrounding summer reading should be addressed to 
Mr. Olivieri…  dolivieri@collsk12.org


